
EE16A Lab 101
Monday 8-11

TA: Joy
LA: Ali, Andy, Chris



Touchscreen 3 Revisited 

✘ Built a capacitive touchscreen, and by using charge-sharing and a 

comparator detected touch.



Electronic Systems

Sensing is only a part of a complete system. Most systems perform 3 tasks: 

✘ Sense (Physical to Electrical)

✘ Process (Signal Conditioning)

✘ Actuate (Electrical to Physical)

Today’s lab will have all three components!



Touch Speaker

Using the touchscreen as a 

sensor, we will build a circuit 

to play tunes when touched! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5tCBf7PMVw


Touch 3 Circuit 
Modificaitons

- Voltage divider to step down 

comparator voltage from 12V to 

5V

- 12V should be connected only 

to pin 8 of the op amp!!!



Non-inverting Amplifier

Amplifiers can be used in different configurations. We used amplifiers as comparators 

in touch 3. Here, we will use the non-inverting configuration. 

Gain / amplification factor is 

configured using feedback 

resistance Rf and R2.

Vout = (1 + Rf/R2) *Vin



Op Amp IC - LMC6482

The op amp you have is a dual op amp. 

- Op Amp A: Comparator 

- Op Amp B: Amplifier



Sound Amplifier

MSP 430 generates tune at 5V level, we will amplify that using an amplifier. The speaker 

connected at pin 7 will play the amplified tune. 

Gain / amplification factor is 

configured using feedback 

resistance Rf and R2.

Vout = (1 + Rf/R2)* Vin



Full Circuit with Amplifier
Sensing

Processing

Actuating



Check off: tinyurl.com/16a-lab-checkoff

Notes

✘ +25V vs +6V power supply output [adjust separately].
✘ 12V only goes to pin 8 of the op amp. 
✘ 5V power supply comes from the launchpad.



Questions + Checkoff

✘ PLEASE KEEP YOUR CIRCUITS CLEAN FOR DEBUGGING!! =)
✘ Finish Touchscreen3 and get checked off first if needed.
✘ Question Form: 

✗ http://tinyurl.com/lab101-sp17-questions
✘ Responses: 

✗ http://tinyurl.com/lab101-sp17-queue

Check off at 
http://tinyurl.com/16a-lab-checkoff
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